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Today I'm going to talk about the fundamental reasons why serfdom is perpetual, why most of the
working class can never get ahead, and why money itself is theft, but before I dive into this I'm
going to share some tidbits of wisdom that are critical to realize.  Money today, the paper form of it
anyway, is just hyper printed Bank IOU Notes, no matter whom the issuer is, they can of course
print all of the paper money they want, not to mention fractional reserve banking, and for this reason
alone, money is theft.

Moreover, the issuer of these hyper printed bank IOU notes gets to spend all of this "Free Money"
(To them, but not you!) to buy up everything under the sun (First!), and this in essense is one of the
major ways the money printers steal everything, including your labor.  After of course they spend
the freshly printed / minted money, also of which they spend money on legislators to write laws, they
seek a way to debase the value of the money, and they accomplish this through multiple means.

Debasing the money comes in many forms, however for the purpose of this discussion I'll only be
covering the big 3, legislation, inflation, and drugs.  Legislation of course boils down to laws that
require those working for money to pay back money to the government, who more often than not is
the issuer of the money, and these legislations can vary in detail.  Devaluing the money is purely
theft, no matter how you slice it or dice it, and that's on top of them stealing by printing new money
each month.

Nevertheless, most laws are taxes or act like a tax & are flat out extortion / exploitation of the
working class, including small businesses, because corporations on the other hand can escape a lot
of taxes, but you can't, and that's because the working class have to pay taxes FIRST!  Extortions
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and exploitations would be along the lines of mandated insurance and fees, fines, and other forms
of legal repressions (Like government lawsuits that end up with you paying them a lot of money),
however, that is not even close to all of the means legislation(s) can indeed cost those who work for
the fake money, not even!

Next up is inflation, which can come via legislation as well, because all cost to do business is
passed down to the customer / consumer via "Higher Prices", and therefore all of the government's
laws that attack businesses only ever cause more inflation, but there are other reasons why inflation
happen.  Mainly because those who own businesses want to keep up with all of that massive
money printing, which of course devalues the money even further, and so they raise prices to match
both the money printing & the laws that affect their bottom line, meaning the working class has to
pay for their government boo boos and any social programs the government institutes. (Including
any law suits against the government as well.)

One criticasl thing you need to realize about inflation though, is when the cost of everything
doubles, you just lost 1/2 of your savings, wealth, and your wages are now worth 1/2 as
much too, BEFORE TAXES are taken into consideration!  (Huge theft it is!)

Now for those who don't understand how much money these governments print, well, let's look at
just the US Employment sector, because governments pretty much owns most businesses today,
and therefore you are more or less getting paid by the corporations that are owned by the big hedge
funds or big banks (Corporations that take out loans are owned by the banks they lend from), of
which is over 130 million people working.  To pay 130 million people an average of $60,000 per
year, that would equate to a whopping $7,800,000,000,000.00, yes, that's 7.8 Trillion US Bank IOU
Notes, and note I called it IOU notes for a reason...

The issuer owes you for those IOU notes, hence the constant debasement (Read Theft) of money
issued via legislation / taxation & inflation, to take more away from those working for this fake
money / toilet paper with ink on it, and they could care less what you do with your toilet paper
because inflation is around 7-15% per year (Every year).  Inflation is in essence stealing 7-15% of
the value of your money, savings, retirement fund, assets, and future income EVERY YEAR! 
(Hence all retirement programs offered by the government, aka 401k / ROTH IRA / Social Security,
are purely a scam, because by the time you retire, your money will only be worth 1/2 to 1/8th of
what it use to be worth when you saved it, BEFORE TAXES!)

To those who are greedy or cannot control their spending, who use credit, well, their money is
further debased by what is known as interest on debt, and because banks use compound interest,
well that's going to cost you almost or more than double to borrow money for a home or car. 
Moreover, of course there are property taxes of 1 - 2%, which means every 100 to 50 years or less,
you have to pay for your home AGAIN, but wait, THERE IS MORE!  The government comes around
every year or 2 and reassesses the value of your home (Falsely) saying your home is now work
$XX,000s more, so they can of course collect more property taxes.

And of course we all just love those government workers (City/County Inspectors) who come
around writing fines if your home isn't in pristene condition, or the parking control / traffic cops that
ensure you are following all of their millions of laws designed to "Help" the public ensure everyone
is "Safe".  You'll pardon my dry sarcasm here, because honestly, it's irate to the extreme, but I don't
want to offend the "Holier than thou" crowd.
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"Big Government's Smash & Grab"

The Tax Collection is only one way the government collects money, as I have partly describe above,
there are of course other means, including war, invasions, economic terrorism, and all sorts of tools
in the basket of government overreach, like incarceration (You lose everything more or less).  When
you of course go to the government stores (They pretty much own them all), you'll see those
whopping government prices, and because everyone needs food, clothing, and staple necessities,
well, you are most definitely going to pay through the nose for anything you need, especially utilities
for your home or apartment.  (Hence the entire oil/gas & electric fiascos going on at the moment)

(I have to laugh at all the $20-$40 plastic items in Chinamart, these things were created for
pennies!)

Of course people get sick, sometimes by design / bio-engineering, and of course the government
hospitals will be waiting to "Assist" you and then promptly kill you financially with a bill that will leave
your mouth on the floor.  (Capitalism is so great isnt' it?  I mean they capitalize off of everything you
do cradle to the grave!)  As you can see, collecting the money isn't that hard, I mean people have
needs, and so those who print the money of course not only own everything, but also have an utter
monopoly over every facet of life.

Have you ever wondered why there is only one electric, one gas, and one water corporation
servicing your city / town?  That's because with no options or competition, the government / bankers
(Same difference) can literally extort the living hell out of the local serfs.  Serfdom sucks, it really
does, and of course now you have the full explanation as to why it sucks so bad.

Of couse oil/gasoline is highly taxed, since of course there is more than one oil corporation out
there, and this is how the bankers / government ensures they get a huge chuck out of everyone
else's money, so no matter if you work for the government, a corporation, or start a small business,
you will indeed be paying the government A LOT of money in taxes.  For those without a
corporation to protect them from government theft / overreach, they have to pay well over 40% in
taxes, not including inflation, and can sometimes pay far beyond that if they have large / costly
homes &/or cars.

I don't know about you, but tiny homes & bicycles make a lot more sense to me today, because who
wants to pay $10,00+/year in property taxes & outrageous heating / electric bills for a big $500,000
home?  You'd need a part time job just to cover the taxes & insurance on the home!  Being smart
with money includes being frugal, but more importantly it means acquiring assets that put money in
your pocket or increases your income, and in case you didn't know it, even the corporations know
that the peasants are their #1 asset, not that fake money.
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Without the peasants NOTHING RUNS, if you don't believe me, wait till the truckers all go on strike
over vaccine mandates, oh boy!  Shortages in supply immediately results in price inflation, this is of
course is how the money printers controls the global economy worldwide.

(The wealthy rule over the poor, as King Solomon explained over 4,000 years ago, it's STILL true.)

Of course to keep the peasants from rioting & happy, the massive distribution of drugs & illicit drugs
keeps hookernomics working like a well oiled machine, and it is also how they further debase &
collect money, and drugs are just plants made illegal by the fake money cartel who has a monopoly
on everything, well almost everything.

I believe I've explained enough in this dissertation to help those who don't have a clue, to get a clue.

If you want to understand more, follow those who know what's going on.

There is so much more to consider, but I can only point you to the truth.

People Are Waking Up, FINALLY!

Perhaps The End Is Near For Fiat Currencies?

Thanks for reading, I hope this blog helps you see the truth, and please share a link with
others, thanks!.

If you would like to help me continue to help the world see the truth, you can use Pay Pal or
CashApp to send me a donation via my email at:  galegtech@gmail.com

Thank You readers for your support!
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